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STUNNING WINES
FOR SUMMER 2021
With the summer upon us, this offer brings together the highlights of HH&C’s readyto-drink selection. It features new discoveries and fresh parcels of our favourite wines,
perfect for drinking throughout the warmer months ahead.

Our vans are poised for delivery to your home or to a holiday address in the UK. As ever,
we offer free delivery of 12+ bottles to addresses within the range of our vans. Please see
page 28 for our full delivery details and terms.
Prices are quoted in £ per case (as indicated) duty paid and inclusive of VAT, for delivery
this summer.
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Fresh Whites
£/case

Les Parcelles Chardonnay

12b

£/bt by
the case

105.00 8.75

Réthoré Davy 2020
The freshness and purity of this unoaked Loire Chardonnay liken it to a lively
style of Mâcon. Christophe Réthoré’s estate lies on the rolling hills of the Pays
des Mauges, to the east of Nantes. Pale, lemon-green, aromas are fragrant and
lemony. This is an up-lifting mouthful, with silky, rounded texture and a clean
finish (13%).

Adega de Monção Vinho Verde Escolha

12b

106.80 8.90

2020
Here is an exhilarating Portuguese white, being a brilliant summer thirstquencher. Aromas recall fresh limes and honeysuckle, palate being light and
energetic, with an attractive, enlivening, gentle spritz. This is a gloriously fresh
wine, with a zippy finish (12%).

Muscadet Sèvre & Maine Sur Lie

12b

112.80 9.40

Domaine de la Chauvinière 2020
This bright, zesty Muscadet has wonderful vibrancy. Very pale lemon-gold
colour, aromas are open and pure, with notes of fresh lemon and lime. Palate is
racy and light bodied, with vivacious, tangy fruit and a saline finish (12%).

Viognier

12b

114.00 9.50

IGP Pays d’Oc, Domaine Gayda 2020
Domaine Gayda’s location high in the hills on the western edge of the
Languedoc gives a style of Viognier that is tighter in style than one might expect
from this sun-drenched sector of southern France. This is an attractive, peachscented wine. Palate is dry and linear. Whilst there is richness, acidity is lively
and the finish vivacious (13%).

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Fresh Whites
£/case

Touraine Sauvignon

12b

£/bt by
the case

122.40 10.20

Domaine de la Bergerie 2020
A consistent HH&C favourite, this fresh 2020 Touraine is vibrantly perfumed:
fresh gooseberry and greengage. There is gorgeous intensity on the palate, being
light bodied yet full of flavour. The finish is bright and satisfying (13.5%).

Racine Picpoul de Pinet

12b

128.40 10.70

Bruno Lafon & François Chamboissier 2020
Here is a vivacious Languedoc white with crunchy acidity. Pale lemon-green
colour, aromas recall fresh green melons. Palate is lithe and lifted, with a
beautiful, creamy texture, and a mineral finale (13%).

Mâcon-Prissé

12b

142.20 11.85

Vignerons des Terres Secrètes 2019
The vineyards for our Macon-Prissé contain a high content of calcareous clay
that contributes to the depth and concentration of the wine. 100% unoaked
Chardonnay, this has attractive lemon and stone fruit flavours. Lovely tension
and brightness of acidity lift the wine`s natural richness and supple texture. This
has long been our best-selling white burgundy for good reason (12.5%).

Grüner Veltliner Lössterrassen

12b

152.40 12.70

Weingut Stadt Krems, Kremstal 2020
With over 550 years of history, Stadt Krems is one of the oldest wine-producers
in Austria, yet their approach is innovative, the result being wines that are clear
expressions of the region`s indigenous grapes. This 2020 Grüner boasts aromas
of green apple, lime and spiced grapefruit. It is a stony, racy wine, with ample
concentration and a lip-licking finish (12.5%).

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Vivacious Whites

Pinot Bianco
Kellerei Kurtatsch, Alto Adige 2020

6b

£/case

£/bt by
the case

78.00

13.00

This is the fifth successive vintage we have shipped of this brilliant Alto Adige
Pinot Bianco, which exudes mountain freshness and purity. Aromas are lively,
recalling fresh pear and lemon. The palate is light and mineral, with a fine, silky
texture and a crisp finish (13%).

Quincy Villalin
Domaine Jacques Rouzé 2019

12b

163.80 13.65

This comes from the pebbly Villalin vineyard, on the right bank of the River
Cher (a tributary of the Loire). The stony, riverside location gives a wine of great
minerality to complement vivid fruit. With intense green citrus aromas, there is
piercing Sauvignon freshness and a delicate texture. The finish is concentrated
and crisp (13.5%).

Chardonnay Caliz
Kellerei Kurtatsch, Alto Adige 2020

6b

82.20

13.70

This beautiful Chardonnay has vigorous freshness that enlivens the palate,
thanks to the 300-400m altitude at which these vines grow. Very pale lemongold, nose is airy and lifted, recalling lemons and white peaches. This is a
palate-cleansing, citrusy mouthful, with a racy, mineral frame - we particularly
encourage lovers of good Chablis not to miss this (13.5%).

Chinon Blanc Chante Le Vent
Domaine de la Noblaie 2019

12b

169.80 14.15

“Certified organic, like all the wines from this producer. Hand-picked. Tense
but fruity Chenin with a real core inside it that’s a like a cord through the greenapple fruit. Should age pretty well. No shortage of acidity but lots of pure fruit
too.” (13.5%)
Jancis Robinson in www.jancisrobinson.com, 11th June 2021

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Vivacious Whites
£/case

Petit Chablis
Domaine Daniel Dampt 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

170.40 14.20

This comes from two plots of the family`s youngest vines (one 4 years old, the
other 12), the result being a beautiful, lemon-scented wine, with the underlying
stony freshness we so love about Chardonnay from this part of the world. Pale
gold, this is light, unoaked and pure. The finish is precise and finely textured
(12%).

Mâcon-Chaintré
Domaine Dominique Cornin 2018

12b

199.20 16.60

The most beautiful vintage we have shipped of the domaine’s Chaintré cuvée,
this 2018 has everything one wishes for in a ready-to-drink white Burgundy.
Colour is bright green-gold with concentrated aromas of floral peaches and
apricots. Palate is medium bodied and mouth-coating, with intense middle, lithe
texture and bright acidity. This is a splendidly energetic, elegant wine (13%).

Sancerre Terre de Maimbray
Pascal et Nicolas Reverdy 2020

12b

215.40 17.95

Pascal Reverdy produces an ultra-precise Sancerre. The same strata of
Kimmeridgian chalk that gives Chablis its classic zip surfaces in the Reverdy`s
village, Maimbray. This 2020 is very pale gold, aromas being open and
expressive, with notes of elderflower. Intensely flavoured, with chalky
minerality and a beautiful, silky texture, the finish is long and complete (14%).

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Intense Whites
£/case

Savennières Clos du Petit Beaupreau
Domaine des Deux Vallées 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

222.00 18.50

A brand-new listing, here is a classy Chenin Blanc, which combines power,
gentle aromatics and finesse. The vines for this lie in the Clos du Petit
Beaupréau, where sandy loam topsoil leads to a schist base rock. Very pale gold
colour, the nose is lifted and taut, with notes of freshly baked, honeyed apple
tart. Palate is full bodied, intricately structured and has superb concentration of
fruit flavours. The finish is incredibly fresh and saline (for drinking 2021-2024+)
– 14%.

Chablis 1er Cru Fourchaume
Domaine Daniel Dampt 2019

12b

276.00 23.00

Fourchaume is to Chablis what Charmes is to Meursault – often the most
ebullient, luscious First Growth on the block. Colour is pale gold, aromas
bouncy and fragrant, palate intense, well-rounded, crisp and clean (for drinking
2021-2024+) - 13%.

Pouilly-Fumé La Belle Endormie
Domaine Agisson 2020

6b

156.00 26.00

This is the inaugural vintage of Jean-Philippe Agisson`s Pouilly-Fumé, from a 0.5-hectare
plot of organically cultivated vines he purchased in 2019. Given Jean-Philippe`s wealth
of experience making Sauvignon Blanc at Domaine Didier Dagueneau (where he is
Head Winemaker), it is no surprise that this wine is a beauty. He has named it `La Belle
Endormie` - Sleeping Beauty – to represent Pouilly, which can fall into the shadow of
its often more celebrated neighbour, Sancerre. Pale lemon-green, aromas are alluringly
floral, spicy and gooseberry scented. Palate is medium bodied, with rich, complex
middle, a fine, elegant texture, and a finish that is crisp and thirst-quenching (for drinking
2021-2024) – 13%.

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Intense Whites
£/case

Pernand-Vergelesses Blanc
Domaine Pavelot 2018

12b

£/bt by
the case

315.00 26.25

The grapes for this come from several hillside plots around the village,
principally Belles Filles and La Morand. 2/3 of the wine was vinified and aged
in wooden barrels (20% new), the balance in vat, the result being a wine that
has lovely, soft, lemony fruitiness. Palate gives instantaneous pleasure, thanks
to its supple, charming texture, refreshing fruit intensity and lovely length (for
drinking 2021-2024+) – 13%.

Montlouis Sec Clos Michet
Domaine de la Taille aux Loups 2019

6b

165.00 27.50

The Blot family’s Clos Michet cuvée captured our attention with this 2019
vintage, being a generously aromatic yet taut expression of Chenin Blanc. The
Clos is a well-exposed, south facing vineyard, where the 40-60 year-old vines
grow in sandy-clay soil over pure limestone. Colour is a glistening gold, with
tightly-woven apple, apricot and peach aromas, with gentle hints of spiced
hazelnuts bringing complexity. Full and intensely flavoured, the texture is
satiny, with breath-taking freshness to finish. A fabulous wine, to treat as one
would a fine white burgundy (for drinking 2021-2026+) – 13%.

Saint-Aubin 1er Cru Les Frionnes
Domaine Françoise et Denis Clair 2018

12b

354.00 29.50

Here is an outstanding 1st Growth Saint-Aubin. The wine is assembled 1/3 from
the Perrières part of the vineyard, where the vines are 70-80 years old, with 2/3
from Les Frionnes itself (average age 25 years). Green-golden in colour, this
shows lemony, fine perfume, very open. The fragrance is maintained throughout
tasting, allied with rich fruitiness and a crisp, long finish (for drinking 20212024) – 13%.

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Intense Whites
£/case

Riesling Federspiel Steinterrassen
Hirtzberger, Wachau 2019

6b

£/bt by
the case

179.10 29.85

Franz Hirtzberger is one of the greatest names in Austria’s Wachau. Pale lemongold colour, this 2019 Riesling has beautiful aromas, recalling freshly squeezed
limes and lemon blossom - very layered and expressive. The palate is full
bodied, rich, well-structured and powerful. This is an intense wine with mineral
underlay and a long-flavoured finish (12%).

Chardonnay Gouttes d`O
6b
181.50 30.25
Château de Bousval, Jardins de Wallonie, Belgium 2019
“A biodynamically farmed, pin-sharp, pristine Chardonnay hides behind the
cartoon label and it is absolutely enchanting! Delicate, haunting, packed with
vitality and verve and only tipping the scales at 12% alcohol this is a rare
beauty and it even manages to hide a whisper of oak in its core, too. This is
effortlessly classy winemaking from a very unexpected postcode” (12%)
Matthew Jukes, 2nd February 2021

Meursault 1er Cru Les Ravelles
Domaine Chapelle de Blagny 2017

6b

360.00 60.00

This is a tiny vineyard of only 1.2 hectares, and probably Meursault’s best kept
secret, among its 1st Growths. The vines average 60 years of age, and lie at
the top of the slope, abutting 1st Growth Puligny-Montrachet and Meursault
vines. This is pale, green-gold, with subtly attractive, fresh aromas. Palate shows
medium richness, with beguilingly intense fruit concentration, and vivacious
aftertaste, very fine (for drinking 2021-2024+) – 13.5%.

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Scorpo Estate, Mornington Peninsula
We are thrilled to have made a second shipment from Scorpo Estate, having introduced
their wines to the UK for the first time last year. Based in the cool, maritime climate of
Mornington Peninsula, Paul and Caroline Scorpo produce elegant, high quality wines that
reflect their home region, with a discreet nod to France. Two new listings join our original
selections: the single vineyard ‘Eocene’ Chardonnay and a delicious, perfumed Shiraz.

White

£/case

Scorpo Aubaine Chardonnay
Mornington Peninsula 2019

6b

£/bt by
the case

103.50 17.25

Having fermented and then aged for 12 months in old French barriques, this
2019 Aubaine Chardonnay has a bright, pale lemon-green colour, with aromas
of fresh peach and apricot - very pure and expressive. Palate is medium bodied
and creamily-textured, with perfumed middle-fruit, delicate spice and a line of
freshness from start to finish. This is a long flavoured, harmonious wine, with
tension and precision (13.5%).

Scorpo Eocene Chardonnay
Mornington Peninsula 2019

6b

181.50 30.25

Named for the volcanic, clay/loam soils present in this vineyard, which derived
from the Eocene Epoch (being 40 million years old), here is a Chardonnay
which is at once energetic, citrusy and luscious. Aromas combine fresh lemons
and smoky spice, the palate being full, tense and tightly complex. The finish is
finely textured and intensely refreshing (14%).

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Red

£/case

Scorpo Noirien Pinot Noir
Mornington Peninsula 2019

6b

£/bt by
the case

103.50 17.25

Noirien is a gorgeously fragrant expression of Pinot Noir. The fruit comes from
the family’s 4 hectare Stanleys Road Vineyard, planted in 2000. Cold soaking
of the destemmed grapes prior to fermentation has enhanced its vibrant, ripe
flavours. It went on to age in just 5% new oak for 12 months, to ensure that oak
character be a supporting act to the wine`s vital fruitiness. Pale ruby, aromas
recall freshly picked wild strawberries. This is a full bodied, concentrated,
bouncy wine, very refreshing, with fine, elegant structure and a clean, bright
finish (14%).

Scorpo Estate Shiraz
Mornington Peninsula 2019

6b

151.50 25.25

This Estate Shiraz is made according to Côte-Rôtie winemaking tradition, this
2019 having a finesse, restraint and gorgeous perfume that is reminiscent of
Northern Rhône Syrah. Deep purple in colour, aromas are tightly woven, with
notes of black cherry and violets. Palate is medium bodied and very finely
textured, having a sweet core of middle fruit, taut frame and a lifted, lively finish
(for drinking 2021-2023+) – 14%.

Scorpo Estate Pinot Noir
Mornington Peninsula 2018

6b

162.00 27.00

The 2018 Scorpo Estate comes from 2 plots within the Family Vineyard: The
Original Planting (planted in 1997) and The Old Cherry Orchard (2013), both
on old, Eocene, volcanic soil. Bright, pale ruby colour, the nose is open and
concentrated, full of spicy red cherry and floral, raspberry aromatics. Palate
is full bodied and juicy, with a well-marked frame, rich, vivacious mid-palate
fruitiness and a silky, lifted finish. This is an elegant, beautifully harmonious
Pinot, which we recommend most highly (for drinking 2021-2023+) – 14%.

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Fruit-Driven Reds

Lautarul Pinot Noir
Cramele Recas 2019

12b

£/case

£/bt by
the case

88.20

7.35

The Cramele Recas estate is located on the far western fringes of Romania`s
Transylvania/Banat region, where wines have been produced since the mid15th century. Here, an Australian-Spanish winemaking team works closely with
a team of Romanian viticulturists and winemakers to create a series of modern,
fruit driven wines. This Lautarul Pinot Noir is a deliciously light, clean, red
cherry scented wine. This is great value, fresh, bright Pinot (12.5%).

Domaine de Gournier Rouge
Cévennes 2020

12b

103.80 8.65

The Cévennes is a verdant region on the eastern edge of the Massif Central. The
vineyards here benefit from both Mediterranean sunshine and cool mountain
air. A blend of Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet Franc and Syrah, this has
a deep ruby colour, aromas recalling cassis and ripe plums. This is a medium
bodied, well-concentrated wine that is full of fruit and charm, with just the right
balance of fresh tannins to keep the finish lively (13%).

Grenache
Domaine Gayda, Pays d`Oc 2019

12b

114.00 9.50

Here is a charming, bright expression of the Grenache grape, meticulously
made by the team at Domaine Gayda in the Languedoc. Mid ruby colour,
aromas are vibrant: crunchy red cherries and fresh raspberries. Palate is medium
bodied, with charming fleshiness and a juicy finish (14%).

Côtes du Rhône
Domaine de Verquière 2019

12b

128.40 10.70

A blend of 80% Grenache with 20% Syrah, this organic Côtes du Rhône
radiates vital fruitiness. Mid ruby, aromas are brightly perfumed, with notes of
fresh raspberries and blackberries. The palate has ample depth, the finish being
lifted and lively (14%).

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Fruit-Driven Reds
£/case

Beaujolais Vieilles Vignes
Domaine Boulon 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

128.40 10.70

“Vieilles Vignes are the key to the Boulon family’s cracking Beaujolais, or
certainly one of them. There’s no variety of wine vine that seems to benefit
more from age than Gamay. The vines that add depth and intensity to the
quintessential exuberant charm and immediacy of this 2019 are all 60–100
years old.
It starts with a lovely waft of strawberries and continues with a surge of soft
summer-berries, stony, damp earth, a streak of currant leaf and satin-smooth
texture – and hiding behind all this delicious drinkability there’s enough
backbone for it to keep two or three years. But why would you?
Drink it lightly chilled with tuna steak, salmon, charcuterie, terrines, cold meats,
roast quail, substantial salads, hummus, chick pea stews… I could bore for
Britain on the subject of how versatile good Beaujolais is with food.” (12.5%)
Joanna Simon in www.joannasimon.com, 20th May 2021

Racine Pinot Noir, IGP Pays d`Oc
Bruno Lafon & François Chamboissier 2020

12b

132.00 11.00

This vibrant Pinot Noir from Limoux gets better and better each vintage we taste
- and continues to be stunning value. The 2020 is a bright, pale ruby colour,
aromas being ripe and attractive, recalling red berries and fresh violets - classic,
youthful Pinot. The palate is light bodied and bouncy (13.5%).

Chianti Colli Senesi
Campriano 2018

12b

139.80 11.65

6m

150.00 25.00

Here is a wine that has wonderful brightness and purity - even the colour shines
with a brilliant ruby hue. Aromas are fragrant, palate having satisfying, fresh red
cherry fruitiness and an open, rounded texture. The finish is perfectly judged,
with gentle tannins and fresh uplift (13.5%).

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Fruit-Driven Reds
£/case

Château Garras
Côtes de Bordeaux 2018

12b

£/bt by
the case

144.00 12.00

Lying in the beautiful Cadillac Côtes de Bordeaux, at the western flank of the
Entre-Deux-Mers, Château Garras is a charming blend of 80% Merlot and 20%
Cabernet Sauvignon. This is a medium bodied Claret, with generous spiced
plum and red berry flavours, and a refreshingly smooth finish (13.5%).

Le Mas
Domaine Clavel, Languedoc 2019

12b

152.40 12.70

Pierre Clavel`s excellent, organic “Le Mas” is a sheer delight with this freshly
shipped 2019 vintage. Deep ruby-purple, with intense, floral, black cherry fruits
on the nose, the palate has freshness and bright fruitiness in equal measure.
Medium bodied, with good depth of flavour, texture is silky, the finish being
satisfying (14%).

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Vibrant Reds
£/case

Saumur-Champigny
Domaine des Sanzay 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

151.20 12.60

This charming, ready-to-drink Saumur-Champigny has taut, ripe cassis and floral
aromas - classic Cabernet Franc. Palate is ripe and rounded, with generous
concentration and richness of fruit. The tannins are gentle, the finish being
finely balanced and lifted (14%).

Chinon Le Temps des Cerises
Domaine de la Noblaie 2020

12b

158.40 13.20

“Le Temps des Cerises” (the time of cherries) is a traditional French song, whose
name perfectly encapsulates the style of this Chinon, which has a spring in its
step. Mid ruby-purple, aromas are attractive, recalling cassis and freshly cut
herbs. Palate is medium bodied, with good concentration of red berry fruit, and
a supple, fresh finish (13%).

Gamay sur Volcan, Les Vins de la Madone
Gilles Bonnefoy, Côtes du Forez 2020

12b

171.00 14.25

“A gamay that is not from Beaujolais but the old volcanic terrain of the Côtes du
Forez, an appellation in central France close to the source of the Loire. Smooth,
almost impossibly juicy and brimful with the flavours of squished berries.”
(13%)
Victoria Moore in www.telegraph.co.uk, 13th June 2021

Dolcetto d`Alba Vilot
Ca` Viola 2019

12b

174.60 14.55

From family owned vineyards in the village of Montelupo Albese, just east of
Serralunga d`Alba, this is a pure Dolcetto style. Mid ruby-purple, aromas recall
ripe blackberries and cherry blossom. Palate is medium bodied and rounded,
with wonderful richness and fresh length (13.5%).

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Vibrant Reds

Lagrein
Kellerei Kurtatsch, Alto Adige 2019

6b

£/case

£/bt by
the case

88.50

14.75

Lagrein produces dark, thick skinned grapes that give wines of deep colour and
bright, vital character. This 2019 boasts aromas of crunchy black cherries and
blackcurrants. Palate is medium bodied, with scented middle fruit and fine,
fresh tannins bringing tension to the finish (13%).

Chiroubles Claudius
Domaine de la Grosse Pierre 2019

12b

178.80 14.90

We have shipped from the Passot family of Domaine de la Grosse Pierre for
over 20 years and are delighted that with the arrival of Pauline (who took
over from her parents in 2018) the property goes from strength to strength.
Pauline`s fresh approach has brought with it positive changes, with more focus
on vineyard selections. `Claudius` is from an east-facing, 2-hectare plot of the
family`s oldest (80-year-old) Gamay vines, growing in decomposed granite. It is
an intense, supple wine, being unoaked, to allow its natural fruitiness and floral
nuances to be at the fore. This is a full bodied, vivacious Cru Beaujolais style,
having generous red cherry flavours, and a silky finish (13%).

Schiava Sonntaler
Kellerei Kurtatsch, Alto Adige 2019

6b

91.50

15.25

This Schiava is very pretty, pale, glinting ruby, aromas being enticing, with rich
notes of raspberries and fresh orange zest. This is a lively, medium bodied wine,
with vibrant fruitiness, stony minerality, and a buoyantly fresh finish (13%).

Gloucestershire 01451 870 808
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Vibrant Reds
£/case

Sancerre Rouge Terre de Maimbray
Pascal et Nicolas Reverdy 2019

£/bt by
the case

12b

218.40 18.20

12h

120.00

10.00

“Transparent garnet. Sweet Pinot Noir fruit on the nose and a much riper, more
convincing, raspberry-flavoured wine than most Sancerre Rouges I have tasted
recently. Very gentle and caressing on the palate with good fruit and energy.
Really very appealing already. Drink 2021-2024.” (14%)
Jancis Robinson in www.jancisrobinson.com, 11th June 2021

Pernand-Vergelesses Rouge
Domaine Pavelot 2018

12b

312.00 £26.00

The grapes for this come from several vineyards which encircle the village
of Pernand: Les Bouttières, Les Noirets, Belles Filles and Les Pins. 50%
whole bunches went into the tank for fermentation, which has enhanced the
complexity of the wine’s perfume, which is at once sweetly fruity and freshly
floral. On the palate, bright fruit is apparent from the start, with a well-balanced,
harmonious middle, then gentle tannins bringing lift to the finish (for drinking
2021-2024+) – 13%.

www.hhandc.co.uk
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Richer Reds
£/case

Côtes du Rhône Villages Plan de Dieu
Domaine de Verquière 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

152.40 12.70

The legend of the Plan de Dieu goes back to the Middle Ages: it was said
that anyone who ventured into this area of thick scrubland, teeming with
bandits, would do well to put their trust in God. Vines now thrive here, where
clay soils are laced with pebbles. Having a deep ruby colour, aromas of this
organic, Grenache (80%) / Syrah (20%) blend are alluringly concentrated: ripe
raspberries and strawberries. Palate is full bodied and juicy, with satisfying
depth of fruit, velvety texture, richness being perfectly balanced by citrusy
freshness (14%).

Château du Gazin
Canon-Fronsac 2016

12b

159.00 13.25

There is 10% Cabernet Franc and 5% Malbec in this otherwise Merlot
dominated blend - the Cabernet Franc brings perfume, the Malbec brings
structure. The wine is a hedonistic ball of luscious fruit, full of sweetness and
fine textures. There is freshness and length that we often see from this excellent
2016 vintage. Highly recommended (14%).

Le Temps Est Venu, Côtes du Rhône
Domaine Stéphane & Michel Ogier 2019

12b

165.60 13.80

Best known for his Northern Rhône wines, Stéphane Ogier’s Côtes du Rhône,
from the valley’s southern stretches, is a sheer delight. It comes from two
parcels: one in Plan de Dieu, which gives bigger, richer styles; one in the
higher-altitude Visan commune, bringing freshness and structure. This 2019
is a stunning, freshly perfumed wine displaying all the vigour of youth. The
aromas are bright, recalling just picked, ripe red cherries and pleasing hints
of Christmas spice. The palate is open, fleshy and satisfying, with a perfectly
balanced, smooth finish (14%).
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Richer Reds
£/case

Espérance Pic Saint Loup
Château de Valflaunès 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

174.00 14.50

Château de Valflaunès` proprietor Fabien Reboul spent ten years making
wine in Burgundy, the Rhône, Oregon and New Zealand before putting down
his roots in the Languedoc. His experience, in particular with Pinot Noir, is
reflected in his skilful, light touch today. This 2019 is a blend of 60% Syrah
with 20% Grenache, 10% Mourvèdre and 10% Carignan. Lustrous purple-ruby
colour, aromas recall black cherries, raspberries, violets and spiced orange peel.
There is a succulent juiciness to the full-bodied palate, with excellent depth of
flavour and super-fine texture, the finish being well-structured and harmonious
(14.5%).

Apelacion Vista Flores Malbec
Zuccardi Valle de Uco 2019

6b

95.70

15.95

Following in the footsteps of his Grandfather Alberto, and his Father José,
Sebastián Zuccardi’s aim is to create wines of great purity, firmly rooted in the
terroirs of the Uco Valley, in the shadow of the Andes Mountains. 100% Malbec
from Vista Flores (980 metres above sea level), aromas are open and attractive:
ripe black cherries and dark chocolate. Palate is full and creamily textured, with
lovely concentration of fruit, lifted by vanilla spice. Being powerful yet elegant,
the finish is bright and suave (14.5%).

Château Laujac
Cru Bourgeois Médoc 2016

12b

204.00 17.00

6m

219.00 36.50

The vineyards of Château Laujac sit on deep gravel banks which run down to
meadows where cattle and horses graze. This 2016 has beautifully fine aromas,
combining smoky spice with violets and cassis. The Merlot in the blend (51%)
brings rich fleshiness and roundness, with Cabernet Sauvignon (42%) and Petit
Verdot (7%) contributing energy, structure and scent. The finish is precise and
persistent (13.5%).
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Complex Reds
£/case

Morgon Côte du Py-Javernieres
Jean-Paul Brun 2019

12b

£/bt by
the case

228.00 19.00

Jean-Paul Brun took over from his father at the family property in 1979, and has
built its reputation as one of the Beaujolais` pre-eminent traditional domaines.
He makes wines of beauty and elegance that are true expressions of their
Beaujolais terroir, with age-worthy structures. The Côte du Py vineyard is one
of Morgon`s prime plots, being east south-east facing, with complex soils of
granite, schists and clay. Jean-Paul tends to 1 hectare of 60-year-old vines here,
lying in the Javernières subsection. This 2019 is bright, purple-ruby colour,
aromas being scented and fragrant, recalling freshly picked black cherries.
Palate is full bodied and refined. This has lovely, tightly-concentrated flavours
and a precise structure, the finish being crisp and full of finesse. An outstanding
Cru Beaujolais (for drinking 2021-2024) – 13%.

Baron de Brane
Margaux 2012

12b

360.00 30.00

Château Brane-Cantenac is rightly seen as one of the pinnacles of Margaux.
Baron is the property’s Second wine, made with the same strict attention as its
sibling, but given a shorter, 12-month barrel ageing to achieve an aromatic,
densely flavoured style, with elegant tannins. This 2012 is perfectly à point. Mid
ruby colour, Cabernet Sauvignon (60% of the blend) is apparent in the violet,
blackberry and cassis aromas, which intermingle beautifully with savoury spice.
Palate is velvety and freshly balanced; the finish being immensely satisfying (for
immediate drinking) – 13%.

Brunello di Montalcino
Il Colle 2015

12b

434.40 36.20

100% Sangiovese, aged for 4 years in large, old, Slavonian oak casks, this
2015 has a mid-ruby colour, aromas being very complex and elegantly
fragrant, recalling red cherries, dried rose petals, incense and liquorice. This is
a beautifully balanced, being full bodied, ripe and richly built, whilst having
vibrancy and a texture of pure velvet (for drinking 2021-2030+) – 15%.
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Complex Reds
£/case

Givry 1er Cru Clos du Cellier aux Moines
Domaine du Cellier aux Moines 2017

£/bt by
the case

6b

228.00 38.00

3m

234.00

78.00

This outstanding, organic, 2017 1er Cru Givry is hitting its stride - colour is
bright purple-ruby, aromas being perfumed and rich, showing a complex mix
of ripe cherry, plum and spice. This is a flattering wine, with impressive density
and fleshy textures. There is a crunchy freshness and buoyant energy, with good
structure and length (for drinking 2021-2028+) – 13%.

Chassagne-Montrachet Rouge 1er Cru Morgeot
12b
Domaine Blain-Gagnard 2017

462.00 38.50

This comes from low-yielding, very old vines, which are reaching the end of
their lives, but still give small quantities of densely flavoursome grapes. Colour
is ruby-purple – not very deep, but typical, for this site. The nose is rich and
ripe, the palate structured, with a solid core of intense fruit in the middle, then
well-rounded tannins which are in perfect balance (for drinking 2021-2028+) –
13.5%.

Vosne-Romanee Aux Communes
Domaine Seguin-Manuel 2017

12b

534.00 44.50

Thibaut Marion has owned vines in Vosne-Romanée for just under 10 years –
it was a rare and precious addition to the domaine`s cellar. Colour is ruby of
medium depth, the nose showing mouth-wateringly fresh Pinot Noir character.
The attack is impressive, leading into richly concentrated fruitiness in midpalate, finishing with gentle, fine tannins. A beautifully balanced wine (for
drinking 2021-2028+) – 13%
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Complex Reds
£/case

Barolo Sottocastello di Novello
Cà Viola 2015

6b

£/bt by
the case

270.00 45.00

The Nebbiolo grapes for this wine come from the steepest, top section of
the Sottocastello di Novello vineyard, where they experience a large diurnal
temperature range, creating a wine of great aromatic complexity. As is typical of
Barolo, colour is pale garnet, the nose being incredibly perfumed and rich, with
notes of spiced red cherries, dried rose-petals and orange peel. The palate is full
bodied and fleshy, with excellent intensity of flavour. This is a detailed wine
of very fine texture, great power, and magnificent length (for drinking 20212024+) – 14.5%.

Château La Lagune
3ème Cru Classé, Haut-Medoc 2014

12b

638.40 53.20

A blend of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, with 20% Merlot and 10% Petit Verdot,
this is a classic, left-bank style, which exudes finesse and elegance. Aromas
are floral, bright and well defined, with freshness and fine fruit purity. It has a
weightless, fine-boned quality, with ample flesh, building to a sensational finish,
being spicy, complex and long-lasting (for drinking 2020-2035+) – 13.5%.
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Thirst-Quenching Rosés

Le Petit Balthazar Cinsault Rosé
IGP Pays d`Oc 2020

12b

£/case

£/bt by
the case

94.20

7.85

This pale, naturally low alcohol Cinsault rosé is a fresh, light, easy drinking
style. With notes of strawberries and blueberries, the finish is lively and clean
(11%).

Flying Solo Rosé
IGP Pays d’Oc, Domaine Gayda 2020

12b

99.00

8.25

Flying Solo celebrates the intrepid ‘Aéropostale’ pilots who risked life and limb
to ensure postal deliveries in France in the 1920s. A 50/50 blend of Grenache
and Cinsault, this is the ultimate, refreshing rosé, with the most beautiful, pale
colour. Palate is light and juicy, recalling fresh raspberries. The finish is clean,
dry and lively (12.5%).

La Minuette Rosé
IGP Pays d’Oc, Domaine Gayda 2020

12b

123.00 10.25

This organic rosé is named after the Minuette rose grown by Tim Ford, Domaine
Gayda`s owner, during his 25 years working in Kenya. Both have a very pale
colour and delicately floral bouquet. “Gorgeous floral scent, strawberry and
zingy splendour unite in pitch perfection.” (12%)
Olly Smith in You Magazine, 6th June 2021

Domaine Pique Roque Rosé
Côtes de Provence 2020

12b

138.00 11.50

3m

82.50

dm

27.50
82.00

“The finest of the new season 2020 rosés, Pique Roque is a scintillating wine
with hints of pomegranate and watermelon over a sleek, mouth-watering, dry
chassis. This elite Provençal creation is the consummate allrounder with every
dish on your picnic blanket!” (12.5%)
Matthew Jukes in www.matthewjukes.com, 13th March 2021
www.hhandc.co.uk
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Thirst-Quenching Rosés
£/case

Chinon la Goutte de Rosé
Domaine de la Noblaie 2020

12b

£/bt by
the case

159.00 13.25

Domaine de la Noblaie’s pale, organic, hand-picked Chinon rosé is sourced
from the property’s youngest Cabernet Franc vines. It has a delightful, delicate,
red berry-scented aroma, palate being dry, fresh and light. A juicy wine, with a
crisp finish (13%).

Esprit Rosé, Domaine Tour Campanets
Coteaux d`Aix-en-Provence 2020

12b

168.00 14.00

“If I have an idea of what I want to smell when I raise a glass of Provence
rosé then this has it. A subtle fragrance takes you straight to the craggy hills of
deepest Provence. And it’s organic.” (13%)
Victoria Moore in The Telegraph, 22th May 2021

Clos Mireille Coeur de Grain Rosé
Côtes de Provence, Domaines Ott 2020

6b

189.60 31.60

The wine for which this domaine is most famous, Clos Mireille is a beautifully
elegant Provence rosé, which shows its class with this 2020 vintage. Glistening,
pale salmon-pink, aromas are vibrant and mineral, with notes of red cherry and
honeydew. Palate has satisfying depth of red berry, citrus fruit and lavender
flavours, the finish being long, tense and satiny-smooth (14%).
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Lively Sparkling Wines
£/case

Vouvray Brut
Bernard Fouquet NV

12b

£/bt by
the case

164.40 13.70

A brand new HH&C find, this dry, traditional method sparkling Chenin Blanc is
made by Bernard Fouqet - one of the leading lights of the Vouvray appellation.
Very pale gold, with tiny, persistent bubbles, aromas are lifted, recalling apples
and freshly baked patisserie - very enticing. Palate is clean, lively and rounded,
with lovely concentration and a dry, uplifting finish (12.5%).

Lunatico Valdobbiadene Prosecco Superiore
12b
Rive di Refrontolo Extra Dry, Francesca Rizzi 2018

208.20 17.35

Francesca Rizzi and Rodolfo Tonnello own 1.5 hectares of steeply terraced
Glera vines, surrounded by woods, from which they make this organic certified,
Rive di Refrontolo Prosecco Superiore. The name “Lunatico” derives from
Francesca’s vaguely eccentric nature, also reflecting the family’s attention to
natural rhythms in their vine tending and wine making, in particular to the
phases of the moon. This 2018 is a racy, elegant Prosecco, bursting with green
apple, melon and fresh lime flavours. Light in body, texture is creamy and
rounded, the finish being bright and crisp (11.5%).

The Grange Classic
Hampshire, Dry English Sparkling Wine NV

6b

186.00 31.00

The Grange`s wines come from a single plot called Burge`s Field, located on
the Hampshire Downs, 5 miles east of Winchester. It is a perfectly positioned,
south-facing slope, overlooking the River Itchen, where a thin cap of gravelly
clay lies over a deep layer of pure white Cretaceous chalk. A blend of 65%
Chardonnay with 20% Pinot Meunier and 15% Pinot Noir, 33 months of
lees-ageing in bottle has contributed a beautiful complexity to this wine. Pale
silver-gold colour with lively bubbles, aromas recall lemons, red berries, baked
apple and honeyed brioche. Palate is full and generous, with satisfying layers of
flavour, the finish being long, harmonious and crisp (12%).
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Lively Sparkling Wines
£/case

Champagne Gatinois Brut Tradition
Grand Cru Aÿ NV

12b

£/bt by
the case

375.00 31.25

This Grand Cru, grower champagne is made in tiny quantities by Louis ChevalGatinois, who is the 12th generation of the family to be making champagne in
the village of Aÿ. The family owns 7.5 hectares of vineyards, which are tended
as if they were a garden, using sustainable practices. Pinot Noir is at the heart of
the blend (80%), giving the champagne its powerful and structured backbone.
Chardonnay brings a counter-balance of acidity and liveliness. Colour is
a thrilling, mid-gold, with persistent bubbles. Aromas are intense, flavours
reminiscent of brioche, hazelnuts and delicately perfumed red berries. Full
bodied, the finish is long lingering and refreshing 12%).

Champagne Henriet Bazin Blanc de Blancs
1er Cru NV

6b

201.00 33.50

Henriet-Bazin’s vines are predominantly located in the Montagne de Reims, this
being a single terroir Chardonnay from pure chalk soils in the village of VillersMarmery. A particularity of this House is that their reserve wine (30% of the
final blend) is held in a Solera, a practice more commonly seen in the wineries
of Jerez. The gradual, fractional blending of vintages, dating back to 1968,
contributes rich layers of complexity. Pale lemon-gold, with vivacious mousse,
aromas are lifted: lemon pastry, freshly baked bread. Palate is linear, rich and
full of finesse (12%).
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Sumptuous Sweet Wines
£/case

Château Cousteau
Cadillac 2017

12b

£/bt by
the case

150.60 12.55

Here is a brilliant sweet wine from a tiny 4 hectare estate in Cadillac, on the
opposite bank of the river from Sauternes. It offers tremendous value and
sensational quality. Bright lemon-gold in colour, the nose is full and open, with
spicy, rich, orange peel and peach aromas. The palate is sweet and intense,
being vibrant and beautifully fresh.

Coteaux du Layon Saint Aubin Les Varennes
Domaine Alexandre Cady 2018

12b

221.40 18.45

The Cady family owns 2.5 hectares in the Varennes vineyard, which lies on the
hillside opposite the Domaine, above the River Layon. This riverside location is
perfect for late harvest, sweet Chenin Blanc, the vines having been planted in
1976. Bright lemon-gold, aromas are enticing, fruity and complex, recalling ripe
pear, honeyed citrus peel and fresh mango. Palate is medium bodied, deeply
concentrated and beautifully mouth-coating, lifted by classic, Coteaux du Layon
freshness of acidity (12%).

Extra Virgin Olive Oil
£/case

£/bt by £/single
the case bottle

Poggio Lamentano
12b
239.40 19.95
1st Pressing Extra Virgin Tuscan Olive Oil 2020

22.45

This magnificent Extra Virgin Olive Oil comes from a small, organically farmed
estate near Bolgheri, being owned and run by Michael Zyw and his family. The
olive trees enjoy exquisite views over the Tyrrhenian Sea and the islands of Elba,
Capraia and Gorgona, giving an oil that deserves a place in every good kitchen.
Perfect for dressing salads, as a dip, over pasta or added to fresh minestrone
before serving, its vibrant, complex, lemony-nutty flavours, with peppery,
rocket-like aftertaste lifts every food onto which it is poured.
www.hhandc.co.uk
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Ways to Order
For further information or to place an order
Please contact us in one of our offices:
Gloucestershire
t: 01451 870 808
stow@hhandc.co.uk

London
t: 020 7584 7927
london@hhandc.co.uk

or alternatively, visit our website: www.hhandc.co.uk

Deliveries
Free delivery for all orders of 12 bottles or more delivered by HH&C vehicles.
Please check with us for confirmation of our free delivery areas.
For deliveries beyond the range of our vans, orders to the value of £450 or
over will be delivered free of charge to a single address on the UK mainland (except for
parts of Scotland and all offshore islands, which will be quoted for individually).
For deliveries either beyond the reach of our vans or less than £450 in value, the
following charges apply:
1 case		

£15.60

2 – 3 cases

£9.75 per case

4+ cases		

£8.10 per case
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GLOUCESTERSHIRE

LONDON

Sheep Street,
Stow-on-the-Wold,
Gloucestershire,
GL54 1AA

7 Elystan Street,
London,
SW3 3NT

stow@hhandc.co.uk
t: 01451 870 808

london@hhandc.co.uk
t: 020 7584 7927

www.hhandc.co.uk
twitter.com/hhandc
instagram.com/hhandcwine

